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Workstation

Acolta ushers in a revolutionary work
system where employees are finally
masters of their own domain.

This pioneering collaboration with
Joeri Design Studio, Italy yields three
configurations that allow staffers to
create the perfect environment for
boosted productivity - staff, work bar
and desk setup tailored exactly to
individuals’ needs!



Find your perfect fit with their range of seating options for two or four - plus an extra-long seat to satisfy all team sizes.

Workstation - Extension Unit Workstation – Double Seat Workstation - Cluster of 4



Screen: bamboo, polyester, fabric

Steel frame base in powder coating

Tabletop: MFC

Panel: Polyester modesty panelPanel: Polyester modesty panel

Cable box: 9mm molded polyester tray

Workstation - Diagram



Featuring smooth curves and lightness, the
unique "umbrella arch" design of architecture
captures a strength that speaks volumes. It
demonstrates an ingenious balance between
soft shapes and sturdy materials to create
something truly remarkable!



For a productive workspace that's up to your
standards. Our mountable peripherals bring
the convenience you want and need—from
lights to trays and more! Their signature
slidable finishing systems provide an
effortless work experience all in one station.



Upgrade your workspace with a revolutionary
magnetic screen system! With an array of
material options available, ranging from
bamboo to felt - all while maintaining a
healthy and green environment. Personalize
your workstation like never before!

Snap and slide



With its simple flip-top design and
magnetic closure, the cable box is a super
convenient way to make sure all of your
electronic devices are well managed. Keep
everything neat and organized with this
nifty little device - no more tangled messes!



Add order to the chaos of your workspace with
a felt under-desk cable tray. These slots, made
from PET material, provide an unobtrusive
hiding place for all those pesky wires so you
can focus on the task at hand instead of
fretting over tangled cords!



Make that cubicle bubble a whole lot more
bearable by installing an under-desk baffle! Not
only will it improve the sound quality of your
workspace, but also help protect precious
privacy while giving off cool vibes with its tidy
hidden features.



The A-shaped sprayed steel legs
ensure a stable structure while
creating an eye-catching open look.









Executive

Its sleek design means it's as much a
statement piece for any office setting
as it is useful! Enjoy the convenience
and diversity that comes with efficient
storage management tailored to
meet even the most demanding
modern-day needs.



Executive - Diagram

Return cabinet Body: MFC

Tabletop : MFC

Steel frame base in powder coating

MDF board

Aluminum Flipper & cable box



This table leg design is the perfect mix of
brawn and beauty - with a super-sturdy
A shape in sprayed steel, it lends
strength without sacrificing style.



Get organized and add a touch of style with
this top-notch sub-cabinet! Featuring
drawers that won't let you down, equal-
width doors for proportional perfection,
and three layers to maximize space - it's
sensible storage at its finest.





Bar Table

Work smarter, not harder! The Bar
table offers an array of options for
sitting and standing in the office
that is both comfortable AND
uniquely sounds absorbent. So
don't just stay stuck in one
position all day: switch it up
during your workday to increase
productivity – with style.



Bar Table−Diagram

Tabletop: MFC

Steel frame base in powder coating

Embed power track



Working in a neat and private atmosphere is
now as simple as adding an under-desk PET
baffle! Not only will it reduce noise, but also
protect the privacy of employees while hiding
away any mess. Now that's desk envy everyone
can appreciate.



The steel feet of this creation stand tall and
strong, flowing in an easy A-shape that adds
a touch of style to the open visuals.






